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Companies are not keeping up with consumers’ growing appetite for artificially intelligent customer service, with a
new report from the Capgemini Research Institute finding that less than half of the top firms in retail, banking and
automotive offer voice assistants or chatbots.

Seventy percent of consumers can see a future in the next three years in which they will replace visits to a physical
store or bank with voice assistant interaction, indicating a growing preference for technology over human service.
While AIs are taking over some customer service experiences, companies will need to deploy a combination of
human and bot assistant to meet consumers’ needs.
“Conversational interfaces, like iPhone’s Siri or Amazon’s Alexa, are becoming commonplace and mainstream
over the last few years," said Mark T aylor, head of customer engagement at Capgemini Invent. "Consumers first
used them for simple, easy tasks like setting alarms and turning off lights and this growing comfort level with these
conversational interfaces has led to the natural progression of using them to perform tasks like shopping and
ordering.”
Capgemini’s report surveyed more than 12,000 consumers who use voice assistants or chatbots, as well as 1,000
executives.
Finding AI’s voice
Voice assistant use is significantly picking up. Adoption among consumers in the U.K., U.S., France and Germany
has grown to 55 percent from 51 percent in 2017, and four in 10 of those who say they use voice assistants have only
begun leveraging the tools in the last year.
Engaging with a bot verbally appeals to consumers partly because it enables them to be hands-free, with 68 percent
saying they enjoy being able to multitask.
T hree-quarters of consumers use voice or chat assistants during the purchase path, interacting with the AIs to
research products, buy merchandise or check their order status. Fifty-four percent of consumers globally have used a

voice assistant to complete a purchase as of 2019, compared to just 35 percent in 2017.
Consumers are also using voice assistants more to engage with brands post purchase, with 53 percent saying they
have booked service appointments through this type of AI.
Satisfaction levels with voice assistants are up from two years ago across devices. However, voice assistants on
phones got better scores than devices such as the Google Home and Amazon Echo.
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Fifty-nine percent of consumers say that personalization via chatbots has also been improving, and 62 percent report
satisfaction with companies’ text bots.
Automotive brands are the most apt to employ voice assistants, with 48 percent of the top 100 companies offering
verbal assistance.
For instance, Chinese ecommerce giant Alibaba is linking consumers’ cars to their homes with an automotive
artificial intelligence solution.
T he retailer’s AI + Car solution, which is used by OEMs including Daimler, Audi and Volvo, allows consumers to
interact with their vehicles through its T mall Genie voice assistant, checking the car’s status or controlling settings
from their home (see story).
However, automakers are less likely to incorporate chatbots, with only 15 percent having a chatbot feature.
Retail and consumer products brands are largely falling behind in AI customer service adoption, with less than a
quarter offering a voice assistant or chatbot.
T hree-quarters of companies that have implemented chatbots or voice assistants have seen a positive impact, such
as fewer calls to customer service, lower customer service costs and even a bump in loyalty. Consumers are also
apt to feel more trust in a company or tell their friends and family about the brand after having a fulfilling experience
with an AI assistant.
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In addition to helping companies streamline customer service, AIs enable firms to glean information from
consumer interactions to power new product ideas.
However, with data sharing come concerns about privacy.
"Privacy and security remain paramount," Mr. T aylor said. "Since our last research, it seems there has been little
change in consumer concerns about how voice assistants affect privacy and data security.

"Companies must do more to address both these concerns and consumers' increasing expectations, as
conversational commerce increasingly moves into the mainstream," he said.
Human-inspired touch
Companies can improve the experience with AI assistants by making them feel more human and less robotic. T his
could mean giving consumers the opportunity to personalize their AI customer service representative, something
that 58 percent of consumers are interested in.
For example, about half of customers would like to be able to give an AI a custom name or personality.
Meanwhile, 60 percent of respondents want their voice assistant to pick up more details over time to personalize
their experience.
Consumers are also growing to see voice assistants as an alternative to talking to a human. Forty-two percent feel
more comfortable discussing personal issues with a voice bot, and more are turning to these devices for advice
such as product suggestions.
Capgemini found that for product research that was low involvement, with minimal questions needed, consumers
actually trusted a chatbot more than a human salesperson. However, once a query becomes more complex, they
seek out the input of a sales associate over an AI.
"I don't think chatbots are there yet in terms of providing better quality answers in a chat," said Stan Sthanunathan,
executive vice president at Unilever, in the report. "T hey can provide a faster response, but faster is not necessarily
always better.
"T herefore, we are using it in conjunction with humans as opposed to in place of humans," he said.
Consumers say they want more context to their chatbot experiences, such as images or videos.
Cosmetics brand Estée Lauder launched a conversational chatbot through Facebook Messenger that let customers
virtually try on its products through augmented reality.
T he chatbot offered recommendations and answered questions as customers searched for lipstick and other
cosmetics. Additionally, technology from ModiFace let customers project an augmented reality version of Estée
Lauder products onto her face using a smartphone’s camera (see story).
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Some brands have created chatbots that reflect their own personality, making a more conversational and human
experience for consumers.
When T he Cosmopolitan hotel in Las Vegas was looking for ways to leverage digital tools to encourage guests to
explore the property, it hit on an idea: creating a virtual guide with sass and personality.
From this decision came Rose, a chatbot with a witty and irreverent personality that has helped drive up engagement
and retention among T he Cosmopolitan’s customers. At Forrester’s annual Consumer Marketing event in 2018, an
executive from the hotel walked attendees through the development of Rose and how the artificially intelligent
guide has helped the hotel improve customer experiences (see story).
"“AI-driven customer experience can help companies augment the work of people by freeing up their time to answer
the questions that they’re best equipped to answer, helping save money and providing better value for the

customer," Capgemini's Mr. T aylor said.
“AI customer service will be immensely beneficial in the luxury space because it offers brands a new way to interact
and drive customer intimacy," he said. "For example, Nordstrom’s chatbot, introduced for the holiday season,
provided users with personalized gifting suggestions by interacting with them and understanding their preferences.”
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